
Online store
Bussiness proposal

We open the doors to 
new sales channels!



Make your online store working

From ideas to sales

Helping with promotion of the new store on the market

 Teaching your team how to work with a new tool

Starting the system

Website development

Creating the strategic plan of the project

Analysis of the business niche

How we work?
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We improve your website so it attracts more sales, makes 
customers satisfied and is easy to maintain

OPPORTUNITIES OF E-SHOP

Analyze sales statistics

Segment customers

Submit invoices 

for printing

Organize mailings

Create promo codes 

and actions

Develop effective CRM

in the store

Restrict access by roles

Import/export goods

and orders

Mass operations

Integration with

marketplaces

Currency conversion

SEO modules

create not only aesthetic 
showcase but also 
professional functional 
approach



RESULT
We are working hard to achieve 
your business goals!

Not only your project 
development but its success 
are important for us!



We take our work seriously

We create solutions to problems

We adhere to deadlines

WE ARE ITSPACE

10+
years of successful


experience

150+
projects implemented


24/7
operational support for 

clients

10+
qualified employees in 

the team

In case of errors detection you receive 
absolutely free service for 3 months
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SOME EXAMPLES



Our e-commerce website converts
because it is:

Effective
We work on CRO. We immediately 

integrate modules for Google 
analytics, targeted advertising and 

tracking results

Customer-Friendly 
Design

We analyze the expectations of 
your target audience and make a 
website for them. The site should 
not please everyone around and 
win competitions. It should sell.

Mobile-friendly Interface
People use smartphones for 

shopping. Mobile traffic has long 
overtaken the desktop one. We 

separately build the site layout for 
the phone in vertical and 

horizontal rotation to make it 
convenient for every customer.

Fast
Customers don't have time to wait 
for a heavy page to load. We make 

sites that load in less than 1 
second.

Easy to use
The "Buy" button is in the right 

place, the purchase takes a 
minimum of time, the categories 

in the catalog are clear, the 
feedback button is always at hand, 
but does not overlap the content. 

Our developments are made 
according to the requirements of 

UI/UX design

Multilingual
Your customers can live in any 
country and speak their own 

language. We will customize the 
language version and provide SEO 

training for your buyers.



Freedom in the choice 
of functionality

We are not limited to template 
solutions, but select 

development tools for the 
needs of the customer. You You 

set the goal - we determine 
how to achieve it as efficiently as 

possible

Stock Management
An online store is not only a 

catalog and a shopping cart. A 
smart system will monitor the 

availability of goods from 
suppliers and control 
warehouse balances.

Easy payment
Choose the most profitable 

payment system for yourself, or 
let the client decide which one 
he likes. No matter how many 
payment systems you have on 
your website, they all will work 

perfectly.

Combining orders from 
marketplaces

Sales channels can come to you 
from large platforms. We will set 

everything up so that you can 
process all purchases in one 
place. And e-marketing will 
return customers from the 
marketplace to your own 

website next time.



+38 (068) 140-06-00
support@itspace.company

43000, str. Slovatsky, 7, Lutsk, Ukraine
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Expertise
We do not use templates to create sites. We develop it 

from scratch meeting the client’s needs

Transparency
Before starting work we describe in details all the 

stages of the project. Each stage is uploaded to the 
repository, where you can track the progress and access 

the system by yourself

Reliability
We adhere to deadlines and fulfill all the obligations of 

the given tasks

CONTACT US
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